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Sheath model for radio-frequency-biased, high-density plasmas valid for allvÕv i

Mark A. Sobolewski
National Institute of Standards and Technology, Gaithersburg, Maryland 20899-8362

~Received 11 July 2000!

A model is proposed for sheaths in high-density discharges, with radio-frequency~rf! bias applied at fre-
quenciesv comparable tov i , the ion plasma frequency at the edge of the sheath. The model treats ion
dynamics using fluid equations, including all time-dependent terms. Model predictions for current, impedance,
and power were compared to measurements performed in high-density discharges in argon at 1.33 Pa~10
mTorr! at rf bias frequencies from 0.1 to 10 MHz (v/v i from 0.006 to 1.8! and rf bias voltages from 1 to 200
V. Model predictions were in good agreement with measurements, much better than that obtained by models
that neglect time-dependent ion dynamics. In particular, differences of as much as 40–50 % between power
measurements and the power predicted by previous models are now explained and eliminated. The model also
explains why methods of extracting plasma parameters from electrical measurements using previous sheath
models may fail, and it suggests more accurate methods of extracting these parameters.

PACS number~s!: 52.65.2y
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I. INTRODUCTION

The electrical properties of radio-frequency discharg
have been the subject of much investigation@1–32#. A major
goal of these efforts has been to obtain models that re
electrical characteristics to physical properties such as
energies@1,2#, ion flux @3–6#, electron temperature@7#, or
electron density@7,8#, thus enabling electrical measuremen
to monitor these properties. Models of the space-cha
sheath regions adjacent to electrode surfaces are particu
important, since the sheaths usually make dominant co
butions to discharge electrical characteristics.

Many sheath models have been proposed@9–30#, but their
predictions are often contradictory and rarely tested by
periment. ‘‘High-frequency’’ sheath models@9–19# cover
the regime where the applied rf frequencyv is much greater
thanv i , the ion plasma frequency at the edge of the she
For v@v i , the ions, due to their inertia, are unable to r
spond to the rf electric field; rather, they only follow th
time-averaged field. High-frequency models agree w
sheath impedance measurements performed in capacit
coupled, low-density plasma reactors@15,31#. In contrast, in
high-density plasmas,v,v i or v'v i , and thus the ions do
respond to the rf electric field. Models@23–27# proposed for
the regimev<v i , however, treat the time-dependent io
motion using assumptions that are valid only forv!v i . The
failure of such models to fully account for time-depende
ion dynamics casts doubt on their predictions and may
plain why they disagree with experimental measurement
rf current @32# and power@25#.

This article presents a sheath model that does fully
count for time-dependent ion motion. The model is design
to simulate sheaths in high-density, low-pressure dischar
in particular, the sheath at the rf-biased, lower electrode
the inductively coupled gaseous electronics confere
~GEC! reference cell@33# for high-density discharges in ar
gon at pressures'1.33 Pa~10 mTorr!. These discharge
have been particularly well characterized by many meas
ment techniques@6,25,32–39#. Using these previous exper
mental results, we rigorously test the model, and show th
PRE 621063-651X/2000/62~6!/8540~14!/$15.00
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agrees with experiment better and over a wider range t
previous models.

First, in Sec. II, the model is described, including its a
sumptions, its method of solution, and the experimental v
ues of its input parameters. Then, in Sec. III, model pred
tions for the current, impedance, and power are prese
and compared with previous models and with experime
Section IV discusses several useful extensions of the m
and Sec. V summarizes the results.

II. SHEATH MODEL

The sheath model is one dimensional. Position is in
cated by a single coordinatex. As shown in Fig. 1, thex axis
extends from an arbitrary position (x5xn) on the plasma
side of the sheath to the surface of the rf-biased electr
(x5xpe). Gradients in directions other thanx, i.e., parallel to
the electrode surface, are ignored.

For high-density argon discharges in the inductive G
cell, we may neglect all negative ions and all positive io
except Ar1, which constitutes 98% of the positive ion flu
@39#. Thus the sheath contains electrons, with massme and
charge 2e, and a single species of ion, with massmi
540 amu and charge1e. The electron densityne(x,t) and
the ion densityni(x,t) both vary with timet as well as po-
sition x. They are related to the electric fieldE(x,t) and the
electrostatic potentialV(x,t) by Poisson’s equation an
Gauss’s law, i.e.,

2]V2/]x25]E/]x5e~ni2ne!/«0 , ~1!

where«0 is the permittivity of vacuum. The voltage refe
ence is chosen so thatV50 at the center of the plasma. Fo
all x, ni>ne , E>0, andV<0.

Ion dynamics are modeled using the fluid equations
ion momentum conservation,

]ui /]t1ui]ui /]x5eE/mi , ~2!

and ion conservation,

]~ni ui !/]x52]ni /]t, ~3!
8540 ©2000 The American Physical Society
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PRE 62 8541SHEATH MODEL FOR RADIO-FREQUENCY-BIASED, . . .
whereui(x,t) is the mean ion drift velocity directed towar
the electrode. The ion collision term in Eq.~2! has been
omitted, because, for high-density argon discharges,
mean free path of Ar1 ~3–6 mm at 1.33 Pa, calculated usin
a momentum transfer cross section@40# of 10214cm2 and gas
temperatures of 300–600 K! is large compared to the shea
width ~which varies from;0.1 mm with no rf bias to;2
mm at hundreds of volts of rf bias!. The ion diffusion term
has been neglected in Eq.~2!, because the ion drift velocity
in the sheath is much greater than ion thermal velocit
Also, Eq. ~3! omits the ionization and recombination term

Most previous sheath models@9–27# also omit the]ui /]t
term in Eq. ~2! and the]ni /]t term in Eq. ~3!. In high-
frequency sheath models@9–19#, these time-derivative term
are dropped, andE in Eq. ~2! is replaced by the time
averaged electric field. These simplifications are valid in
limit v/v i@1, wherev52p f , f is the rf bias frequency, and
v i is the ion plasma frequency,v i

25nie
2/mi«0 . In low-

frequency sheath models@19–22#, valid for v/v i!1, the
time-derivative terms are dropped, but the time-depend
electric field is retained. In the model presented here, all t
dependences are retained, so that the model is valid ove
entire range ofv i , from v/v i!1 to v/v i@1.

In contrast, because the electron massme is small, the
electron plasma frequencyve5nee

2/me«0 is much higher
than v, and the electrons can be considered to respond
stantaneously, without inertia, to the applied electric fie
Assuming that the electrons have a Maxwell-Boltzmann
locity distribution with time-independent temperatureTe ,

FIG. 1. ~a! Cross section of the sheath along thex direction,
perpendicular to the electrode. The electrode surface is on the r
at x5xpe. The plasma is on the left, withx5xn being an arbitrary
position on the plasma side of the sheath.~b! Oscillating-step ap-
proximation for the electron densityne(x,t).
e
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ne~x,t !5ne0 exp@eV~x,t !/kTe#, ~4!

wherene0 is the electron density at the center of the plas
andk is Boltzmann’s constant.

The total currentI t is the sum of the ion currentI i the
electron currentI e , and the displacement currentI d :

I t~ t !5I i~x,t !1I e~x,t !1I d~x,t !. ~5!

The currentsI i , I e , and I d vary with position, butI t does
not. We define the direction of positive current flow to be t
direction from the electrode into the plasma, as in most
perimental studies. Therefore, the ion current is

I i~x,t !52e ni~x,t ! ui~x,t !A, ~6!

and the displacement current is

I d~x,t !52«0 A ]E~x,t !/]t, ~7!

whereA is the area of the electrode. The electron curren
the electrode is

I e~xpe,t !5e A ne0~eTe/2pme!
1/2exp@eV~xpe,t !/kTe#.

~8!

Here, and in Eq.~4!, we have assumed that no electrons a
emitted from the electrode.

A. Oscillating-step approximation

To solve Eqs.~1!–~8!, one must know the boundary con
ditions on the plasma side of the sheath, i.e., atx5xn . For a
dc sheath, Bohm’s theory@41# provides suitable boundar
conditions. For rf sheaths in the high-frequency (v/v i@1)
limit, Gierling and Riemann@18# provide a rigorous deriva-
tion of the boundary conditions. Unfortunately, it is not o
vious how to apply their analysis atv/v i'1. Also, even at
v/v i@1, their approach requires an inefficient iterative s
lution. At each time step, one or more of the boundary c
ditions must be adjusted repeatedly until one obtains
right value for the voltage drop across the sheath.

One way to avoid these problems is provided
oscillating-step models@9–15#. These models assume th
the electron density profile consists of a sharp, steplike d
which occurs at a time-varying positionW(t) shown in Fig.
1~b!. On the plasma side of the step,ne5ni ; on the sheath
side,ne50. Therefore, Eq.~4! is replaced by

ne~x,t !5H ni~x,t !, x,W~ t !

0, x>W~ t !
. ~9!

and Eq.~1! becomes

2
]2V

]x2 5
]E

]x
5H 0, x,W~ t !

eni~x,t !/«0 , x>W~ t !
. ~10!

At each time step,W(t) is obtained very efficiently by nu-
merically integrating Eq.~10!, starting at the electrode, unt
the appropriate value is obtained for the voltage drop acr
the sheath. By introducing the time-varying widthW(t) to
account for changes in sheath voltage, one avoids the ne
vary the boundary conditions atxn . One may instead use

ht,
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8542 PRE 62MARK A. SOBOLEWSKI
time-independent boundary conditions, saving a lot of co
putation that would otherwise be spent adjusting them ite
tively. Additional savings are obtained because the eva
tion of the exponential function in Eq.~4! is avoided. The
electron current is still calculated by Eq.~8!, but that expo-
nential is evaluated only atxpe, not at every grid point.

The values of the boundary conditions atxn differ from
one step model to another. Here, the boundary conditions
chosen so that, for a dc sheath, the step model gives va
of E, V, ui , andni at the electrodethat agree with Bohm’s
theory @41#, which uses the more realistic electron dens
given in Eq.~4!. Using this approach, as described in Appe
dix A, we obtain

E~xn!50, ~11!

V~xn!52kTe /e, ~12!

ui~xn!52~kTe /mi !
1/2, ~13!

and

ni~xn!52I 0 /eui~xn!A, ~14!

whereI 0 is the ion current flowing through the sheath, av
aged over 1 rf cycle.

These boundary conditions differ from Bohm’s bounda
conditions. The ion velocity in Eq.~13!, for example, is
twice the Bohm velocityuB[(kTe /mi)

1/2. This apparent
contradiction arises because we match the Bohm theor
the electrode, not at the plasma/sheath boundary. To ge
ion velocity and energy at the electrode to agree with
Bohm theory, the step model must include the energy
orderkTe , that ions gain between the Bohm point (x5xB ,
whereui5uB andne'ni) and the point a few Debye length
downstream wherene'0. In the step model, the transitio
from ne'ni to ne'0 occurs discontinuously, rather tha
gradually over a few Debye lengths. Thus, in the step mo
the only way to include the energy and velocity gained
ions crossing the Debye layer is to include them in
boundary condition atxn . ~See Appendix A.!

It might be argued that the values of the boundary con
tions in Eqs.~11!–~14!, derived for a dc sheath, do not app
to rf sheaths. Nevertheless, using these values, we ob
good agreement with experiment, better than that obtai
using the values recommended by other step models.
results we obtain for rf sheaths also agree well with m
detailed calculations that use the electron density given
Eq. ~4! rather than the oscillating-step approximation of E
~9!.

B. Method of solution

The model is solved numerically, by replacing the part
differential equations by finite difference equations. The
gion fromxn to xpe, typically 0.2–2 mm thick, is represente
by a grid of 50 points. The time step is chosen so that 2
time steps fall within the rf period at 1 and 10 MHz, an
20 000 at 100 kHz.

At each time step,W(t) is determined by numerically
integrating the ion density in Eq.~10!, starting at the elec-
trode, until the appropriate value is obtained for the volta
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drop across the sheath. We allowW(t) to fall between grid
points, by assuming thatni varies linearly between grid
points. OnceW(t) is known, the electric field is calculated a
all grid points using Eq.~10!. Then the currents in Eqs.~5!–
~8! are calculated. Ion velocities are then updated using
~2!. Finally, ion densities are updated using Eq.~3!.

Initially, the ion density and velocity are assumed to
constant in space, but they rapidly converge on a solu
within a simulated time comparable to the time it takes io
to cross the sheath, about 100 ns. Solutions can be obta
in as little as 1 s ofreal time on an inexpensive microcom
puter. Such speed, obtained due to the efficiency of
oscillating-step approximation, is needed if the model is
be used to analyze electrical signals as fast as they are
quired, for real-time process monitoring and control.

C. Model input parameters

To solve the model, one must know the voltage across
sheath, i.e.,V(xpe,t); the time-averaged ion currentI 0 ; the
electron density at the center of the plasmane0 ; and the
electron temperatureTe . Values of these parameters, an
resulting values ofv/v i , are given in Table I. All the pa-
rameters were determined from measurements performe
previous studies. Measurements of the sheath voltage,
notedVps(t), were obtained in Ref.@32#. Also in Ref. @32#,
I 0 was measured by applying a negative dc bias to the e
trode sufficient to repel all plasma electrons.

Values for Te and ne0 were obtained from Langmui
probe measurements@36# of the electron energy distribution
function ~EEDF!. For high-density Ar discharges at 1.33 P
@36# and 2.67 Pa@35# the EEDF is not Maxwellian. For thes
non-Maxwellian EEDFs, the electron current at the electro
can be calculated by first converting the measured EE
F(E) to the electron velocity distribution functionf (u), us-
ing

TABLE I. Parameters describing the experimental conditions
Ref. @32#, wheref is the rf bias frequency,PL is the power applied
to the inductive source,I 0 is the total time-averaged ion current
the rf-biased electrode,ne0 is the electron density prefactor in th
electron current equation Eq.~8!, andv/v i(xB) is the ratio of the
angular rf bias frequencyv52p f to the ion plasma frequency a
the Bohm pointv i(xB). Values of I 0 and ne0 are input to the
model, along with the measured sheath voltageVps(t) and the mea-
sured value for the effective electron temperature for high-ene
electrons,Te53.0 eV.

f
~MHz!

PL

~W!
2I 0

~A!
ne0

(1011 cm23) v/v i(xB)

0.1 350 1.031 4.20 0.006
0.1 120 0.319 1.25 0.010
0.1 60 0.105 0.29 0.017
1.0 350 1.038 4.20 0.055
1.0 120 0.319 1.25 0.099
1.0 60 0.104 0.29 0.174
10 350 1.029 4.20 0.56
10 120 0.319 1.25 1.01
10 60 0.103 0.29 1.78
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F~E!dE5 f ~u!4p u2 du, ~15!

and then integrating,

I e~ t !5eAE
um

` E
0

`E
0

`

uxf ~u!dux duy duz . ~16!

Here,ux , uy , anduz are the three components of electr
velocity,u is the magnitude of the electron velocity, andum ,
the lower limit of the integral overdux , is given by

um5@22eVps~ t !/me#
1/2. ~17!

Performing this analysis on the EEDF shown in Fig. 2~a!,
we obtain the electron current curve shown in Fig. 2~b!. The
most important part ofF(E) lies between;14 and;22 eV.
Electrons below;14 eV cannot cross the sheath, so th
contribute no current; electrons above;22 eV have such
low densities that they contribute little current. Over the c
responding range of sheath voltages, 14–22 V, expone

FIG. 2. ~a! Electron energy distribution function measured
Ref. @36#, using equipment and procedures described in Ref.@35#,
for a 1.33 Pa~10 mTorr! argon discharge at an inductive sour
power of 100 W, with no rf bias. ~b! Electron current at the rf-
biased electrode as a function of the sheath voltage calculated
the data in~a! using Eqs.~15!–~17!. An exponential fit to the data
~solid line! performed over the most important range of sheath v
age, from 14 to 22 V, gives an effective electron temperature of
eV.
y

-
ial

fits of the data in Fig. 2~b! ~and data taken at other inductiv
source powers! give an effective electron temperature
kTe53.060.1 eV. Using this value ofTe , we then choose
ne0 to give agreement with measured values of the float
potential, i.e., the voltage on the electrode when no rf bia
applied. By settingTe andne0 in this manner, we assure tha
the Maxwellian EEDF used by the model accurately rep
duces the most important features of the measured, n
Maxwellian EEDF.

Finally, we also make use of the rf current at the ele
trode, I pe(t), measured in Ref.@32#. The current is not a
model input parameter; rather, it is an output of the mod
Comparison of the model current to the measured curren
Secs. III A–III C, provides a rigorous test of the mode
Then, in Secs. III D and III E, values of the impedanc
phase, and power calculated from the measured current
voltage are compared to those predicted by the model.

III. RESULTS

A. Current wave forms at 1 MHz

Figure 3 shows measured current and voltage wave fo
and the corresponding model wave forms, for a bias f
quency of 1 MHz@v/v i(xB)50.1#. Figure 3~a! shows the
measured sheath voltageVps(t). In Fig. 3~b!, the measured

m

-
.0

FIG. 3. Results of the numerical model compared to meas
ments, at 1 MHz rf bias frequency and an inductive source powe
120 W @i.e., at v/v i(xB)50.10#. ~a! Measured sheath voltag
Vps(t). ~b! Measured total currentI pe(t), and model total current
I t(t). ~c! Model electron currentI e(t), ion currentI i(t), and dis-
placement currentI d(t), all at the electrode surface.
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8544 PRE 62MARK A. SOBOLEWSKI
currentI pe(t) is compared toI t(t), the total current predicted
by the model. Overall, the agreement is excellent. The o
noticeable difference betweenI pe(t) and I t(t) occurs near
their maxima. This deviation is explained by the sensitiv
of the model results to small errors in the model input p
rameters. In particular, the electron currentI e(t) in Eq. ~8!
depends exponentially onVps(t) and the electron tempera
tureTe . WhenVps(t) in Fig. 3~a! is close to zero, andI e(t),
shown in Fig. 3~c!, is large, a small error inVps(t) or Te

produces a larger error inI e(t), and hence inI t(t) as well.
Propagating the uncertainty in the measurements@60.5 V in
Vps(t) and60.1 eV inkTe# through the model calculations
one finds that the uncertainties are large enough to acc
for the deviation seen in Fig. 3~b!.

In contrast, at times when the sheath voltage in Fig. 3~a!
is strongly negative, the electron current in Fig. 3~b! is neg-
ligible. During this portion of the rf cycle, the ion current an
the displacement current,I i(t) and I d(t), add together to
produce anI t(t) wave form that is roughly linear with time
The model accurately predicts the slope and intercept of
linear section of the wave form.

The time dependence of the ion current, clearly shown
Fig. 3~c!, is a very general effect that follows directly from
the conservation of ions, Eq.~3!. Nevertheless, only a few
sheath models@28–30# try to account for it. Most models
@9–27# instead assume that the ion current and flux are c
stant. Consequently, such models disagree with experim
and with the model presented here. For example, results f
the Metze-Ernie-Oskam~MEO! model @23# are shown in
Fig. 4. The displacement current predicted by the ME
model, shown in Fig. 4~c!, is very similar to Fig. 3~c!, but the
constant ion current assumed by the MEO model diff
from the time-dependent ion current in Fig. 3~c!. Conse-
quently, the total current predicted by the MEO mod
I MEO(t), diverges from the measured current in Fig. 4~b!
during the part of the rf cycle when the ion current is va
ing, i.e., from 0.3 to 0.8ms. The electron currents in Figs
4~c! and 3~c! also differ. Consequently, during the part of th
cycle when the electron current is dominant, from 0.8 to
ms, I MEO(t) in Fig. 4~b! differs from the measured curren
more noticeably thanI t(t) does in Fig. 3~b!. The differences
in I e(t) arise because the MEO model does not account
the non-Maxwellian EEDF. They can be avoided if the ME
model is modified so thatTe , ne0 , and I 0 are treated as
independent parameters, as in the numeric model.

The Metze-Ernie-Oskam model has one advantage:
simple enough to be solved analytically, rather than num
cally. By taking an approach similar to Metze, Ernie, a
Oskam—but being careful not to violate the conservation
ions—the numerical model presented here can be simpl
to yield an analytic model. This analytic model is derived
Appendix B. Predictions of the model are shown in Fig.
The agreement with the experimental current wave form
Fig. 5~b! is nearly as good as that obtained with the nume
cal model in Fig. 3~b!. Furthermore, the electron, ion, an
displacement currents from the analytic model in Fig. 5~c!
are all quite similar or identical to the corresponding nume
cal results in Fig. 3~c!. Thus, for many purposes, at the
bias frequency of 1 MHz@e.g., atv/v i(xB)50.1#, the ana-
lytic model may be used instead of the numerical mod
ly
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with little loss of accuracy and a significant savings in co
putation.

The analytic model explains why the shapes of the d
placement current and the ion current are similar in Fig. 5~c!
@and also in Fig. 3~c!#. Both contain a factor ofdVps/dt, the
derivative of the sheath voltage. The analytic model a
explains why, in previous work@32#, better agreement with 1
MHz data was obtained by arbitrarily increasing the d
placement current in the Metze-Ernie-Oskam model by a f
tor of 3. Scaling up the displacement current compensates
the missing time-dependent ion current.

Also, notice in Figs. 3~c! and 5~c! that the peak-to-peak
amplitude of the ion current is larger than that of the d
placement current. The equations of the analytic model, E
~B8! and ~B10! predict that the time-dependent part of th
ion current will always be larger than the displacement c
rent, no matter how low the frequency~i.e., no matter how
small the derivativedVps/dt). Thus, there is no frequenc
regime where the MEO predictions are valid, that is, wh
the displacement current at the electrode is significant but
time dependence of the ion current at the electrode is
significant.

The time dependence of the ion current arises beca
ions entering the sheath at different times experience dif
ent electric fields, and therefore take different amounts

FIG. 4. Comparison of the Metze-Ernie-Oskam model@23# to
experimental data at 1 MHz.~a! Measured sheath voltag
Vps(t). ~b! Measured total currentI pe(t) and model total current
I MEO(t). ~c! Model electron currentI e(t), ion currentI i(t), and
displacement currentI d(t), all at the electrode surface. The data a
the same as in Fig. 3. Model results were calculated usingI 05
20.319 A andkTe53.0 eV.
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PRE 62 8545SHEATH MODEL FOR RADIO-FREQUENCY-BIASED, . . .
time to cross the sheath. The variation in ion transit ti
means that there must be times in the rf cycle when m
ions than average arrive at the electrode and times w
fewer arrive. To illustrate this effect, ion trajectories for the
MHz simulations of Fig. 3 are shown in Fig. 6~a!. @The effect
is even more visible in Fig. 6~b!, at 10 MHz.# Examining
Fig. 6~a!, one sees, for example, that ions beginning a
position 0.5 mm from the electrode at time 0.700ms reach
the electrode at time 0.771ms, but ions starting later, at tim
0.750 ms ~when the sheath voltage is less negative,
sheath width smaller, and the electric field weaker! take
longer, arriving at the electrode at time 0.835ms. This means
that all ions starting at 0.5 mm between 0.700 and 0.7
ms—50 ns worth of ion flux—arrive at the electrode sta
gered over a longer time interval of length 64 ns. Therefo
during this interval, the magnitude of the ion current and fl
at the electrode must be decreased by a factor of 50/64 f
the current and flux at position 0.5 mm.@Referring back to
Fig. 3~c!, one sees that the magnitude of the ion current n
0.8 ms is indeed reduced by this factor relative to its tim
averaged value.! On the other hand, during the portion of th
rf cycle near 1.4ms in Fig. 6~a!—when the sheath voltage i
becoming more negative, the sheath width is increasing,
the electric field is becoming stronger—ions entering
sheath have shorter transit times than the ions immedia
preceding them. Thus an interval of flux arrives at the el

FIG. 5. Comparison of the analytic model~derived in Appendix
B! to experimental data. ~a! Measured sheath voltageVps(t). ~b!
Measured total currentI pe(t) and model total currentI t(t). ~c!
Model electron currentI e(t), ion currentI i(t), and displacemen
current I d(t), all at the electrode surface. The conditions are
same as in Fig. 3.
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trode compressed into a shorter time period, and the ma
tude of the ion current at the electrode is increased, as se
Fig. 3~c!. Finally, for portions of the cycle near 1.1ms, when
the sheath voltage and sheath width are more or less
stant, the transit times of successive ions are also cons
and thus the ion flux and current are constant in time.

For a more rigorous treatment of these effects, see App
dix C. There, we derive a general relation that expresses
dependence of the ion current on ion transit time.

B. Current wave forms at 100 kHz

Figure 7 shows measured current and voltage wave fo
and the corresponding model wave forms, for a bias f
quency of 100 kHz. In Fig. 7~b!, the agreement between th
measured current wave formI pe(t) and the total current pre
dicted by the model,I t(t), is good, althoughI t(t) again de-
viates fromI pe(t) at times when the sheath voltage@Vps(t),
shown in Fig. 7~a!# is close to zero and the electron curre
@I e(t) in Fig. 7~c!# is large. Again, this deviation is explaine
by the sensitivity of the calculated electron current to sm
errors inVps(t) andTe , as discussed above. Also, near th
maxima, ringing is observed inI t(t) and I e(t). This ringing
results from a small ringing present in the sheath volta
@shown magnified in Fig. 7~a!#, which in turn is an artifact of
the Fourier analysis procedures used in Ref.@32# to obtain
Vps(t) from digitized wave forms. These procedures@42,43#
enable us to account for the effects of stray impedan
propagation delays, and probe errors, to filter noise, and
interpolate between the digitized points. Unfortunately, a
plying Fourier techniques to wave forms with sharp peaks
corners usually results in some amount of ringing.

e

FIG. 6. Ion trajectories~dotted lines! and the sheath widthW(t)
~solid line! at rf bias frequencies of~a! 1 and ~b! 10 MHz. The
surface of the electrode is on the bottom axis, at position 0;
plasma extends above the top axis. The trajectories are ev
spaced far from the electrode, but not near the electrode, as
cated by the arrows. For~a! the conditions and the time scale are t
same as in Fig. 3.
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Near their minima,I pe(t) andI t(t) in Fig. 7~b! look rather
flat. Nevertheless, the magnified view in Fig. 7~b! shows that
they actually have positive slopes, which are generally
agreement.~Some ringing is observed in the magnified p
of I pe(t), for the reasons discussed above.! Similarly, the
displacement currentI d(t) and ion currentI i(t) in Fig. 7~c!
at first appear to be constant, but when they are magn
they are seen to have shapes similar to that seen at 1 MH
Fig. 3~c!. The MEO model@23# predicts a similarI d(t) wave
form, but assumes constant ion current, thereby under
mating the slope of the total current. Of course, this slop
a relatively minor feature, so that, for many purposes,
MEO model may be adequate at 100 kHz@i.e., at
v/v i(xB)50.01#. Indeed, even simpler models@19–22#,
which neglect the displacement current as well as the t
dependence of the ion current, may be adequate.

The modulation in ion current at 100 kHz, in Fig. 7~c!, is
ten times smaller than that at 1 MHz, in Fig. 3~c!. This result
is predicted by the analytic model, since the derivative of
sheath voltage in Eq.~B10! is ten times smaller at 100 kH

FIG. 7. Results of the numerical model compared to meas
ments, at 0.1 MHz rf bias frequency and an inductive source po
of 120 W @i.e., atv/v i(xB)50.01#. ~a! Measured sheath voltag
Vps(t). ~b! Measured total currentI pe(t) and model total curren
I t(t). ~c! Model electron currentI e(t), ion currentI i(t), and dis-
placement currentI d(t), all at the electrode surface. Selected p
tions of the wave forms have been magnified in the vertical dir
tion by the indicated factors~and shifted vertically by arbitrary
amounts!.
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than at 1 MHz.@Except for the tenfold difference in time
scale, the sheath voltages in Figs. 3~a! and 7~a! are nearly
identical.# This result can also be explained by Eq.~C3!. In
Figs. 7 and 3, ion transit times vary over the same range
in the same manner. Nevertheless, at 100 kHz, the variat
occur on a time scale ten times longer, so the derivative
transit time in Eq.~C3! is ten times smaller, as is the time
dependent part of the ion current. Conversely, by increas
the rf frequency above 1 MHz, the modulation in ion curre
become larger, as shown in the next section.

C. Current wave forms at 10 MHz

Current and voltage wave forms measured at 10 MHz
bias frequency, and the corresponding model wave for
are shown in Fig. 8. As discussed above, when the sh
voltageVps(t) shown in Fig. 8~a! is close to zero, the elec
tron current in Fig. 8~c! becomes large, and it becomes e
pecially sensitive to uncertainties inVps(t) andTe , causing
the model currentI t(t) in Fig. 8~b! to deviate from the mea
sured currentI pe(t). The deviation on the shoulder of th
current wave forms, at 0.085ms, may also be related to er
rors inVps(t). In addition, we also see a deviation at 0.04ms,
near the minima of the current wave forms, which is o

e-
er

-
-

FIG. 8. Results of the numerical model compared to meas
ments, at 10 MHz rf bias frequency and an inductive source po
of 120 W @i.e., at v/v i(xB)51.0#. ~a! Measured sheath voltag
Vps(t), shown normal size and magnified 153 in the vertical direc-
tion. ~b! Measured total currentI pe(t) and model total current
I t(t). ~c! Model electron currentI e(t), ion currentI i(t), and dis-
placement currentI d(t), all at the electrode surface. Arrows ind
cate that at timet0 , whenVps(t) is minimized,I dÞ0.
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served consistently at 10 MHz and sometimes at 1 M
Possible explanations for this deviation are discussed be
in Sec. IV.

Predictions of the Metze-Ernie-Oskam model at 10 M
are shown in Fig. 9. In Fig. 9~b!, the agreement with experi
ment is worse than that seen in Fig. 8~b!, for several reasons

FIG. 9. Comparison of the Metze-Ernie-Oskam model@23# to
experimental data at 10 MHz.~a! Measured sheath voltageVps(t),
shown normal size and magnified 153. ~b! Measured total curren
I pe(t) and model total currentI MEO(t). ~c! Model electron current
I e(t), ion currentI i(t), and displacement currentI d(t), all at the
electrode surface. Arrows show thatI d50 at timet0 , whenVps(t)
is minimized. The data are the same as in Fig. 8. Model results w
calculated usingI 0520.319 A andkTe53.0 eV.
.
w

First, the ion current is constant in the MEO model. Seco
the electron current does not account for the non-Maxwel
EEDF, as discussed above. Third, the MEO model also g
the displacement current wrong. The displacement cur
I d(t) depends on the ion density profileni(x,t) as well as the
sheath voltage. The MEO model assumes that, in the re
ence frame moving with the sheath edge,ni(x,t) does not
vary with time. This assumption is reasonable for lower f
quencies, but not at 10 MHz@i.e., at v/v i(xB)51.0#. The
analytic model derived in Appendix B also makes this a
sumption, so it also has significant errors at 10 MHz
ni(x,t) and I d(t), as well asI i(t).

The disagreement between the MEO model and exp
ment seen in Fig. 9~a! suggests that serious misinterpret
tions may arise when the MEO or similar models are used
interpret measured wave forms and extract plasma par
eters. In particular, consider the method of Ref.@6#, which is
illustrated in Fig. 9. At the timet0 when the sheath voltag
reaches its minimum, the MEO model—and other mod
based on Eq.~B8! or similar equations—predict that the dis
placement current will be zero. Furthermore, if the minimu
is far enough negative, the electron current will also be ze
Therefore, simply by taking the total current att0 , one ob-
tains a value for the ion current. One problem with this tec
nique is that, according to the complete numerical modelI d
is not necessarily zero at timet0 @see Fig. 8~c!#. Also, be-
cause the ion current varies with time, the estimate of the
current obtained att0 need not agree with the time-averag
ion currentI 0 . Thus, in Fig. 9,I pe(t0)520.377 A, whereas
I 0520.319 A. At other conditions, shown in Fig. 10,I pe(t0)
differs from I 0 , sometimes by more than 60%. In contra
the total current at timet0 predicted by the complete numer
model, also shown in Fig. 10, agrees much better w
I pe(t0). This suggests that, by fitting the complete model
measured current and voltage wave forms, values for
time-averaged ion current can be obtained that are more
curate than those given by Ref.@6#.

The ion current in Fig. 8~c! shows a larger amplitude
modulation than that seen at 1 MHz in Fig. 3~c!. At 10 MHz,
variations in transit time occur over a shorter time scale th
at 1 MHz, so the derivative in Eq.~C3! is larger at 10 MHz,
as are the oscillations inI i(t). Nevertheless, at 10 MHz, a
competing effect is beginning to become important.

re
th

FIG. 10. Values of the total current att0 , the time of the voltage minimum, for rf bias at~a! 0.1, ~b! 1.0, and~c! 10 MHz, inductive

source powers of 60, 120, and 350 W, and varying rf bias amplitudes, indicated on thex axis by the peak-to-peak amplitude of the shea
voltageVps(t). Symbols~s! indicate the measured currentI pe(t0); solid lines indicate the model total currentI t(t0); dotted lines indicate the
total current from analytic models such as the Metze-Ernie-Oskam model.
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FIG. 11. Value of the minimum~solid lines! and maximum~dotted lines! ion current predicted by the numerical model for rf bias at~a!
0.1, ~b! 1.0, and~c! 10 MHz, and inductive source powers of 60, 120, and 350 W.
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shown by the trajectories in Fig. 6~b!, the ion transit times
are a substantial fraction of the rf period at 10 MHz. Th
any ion, no matter when it enters the sheath, experienc
range of both higher- and lower-field portions of the rf cyc
Thus, the variations in electric field tend to average o
making the transit time less sensitive to the time that the
entered. This effect makes the derivative in Eq.~C3! smaller,
which makes the modulation in ion current smaller. Eviden
of this effect can be seen in Fig. 11. There, we see that
modulation in ion current usually grows larger as the she
voltage increases, but in Fig. 11~c!, at an inductive source
power of 60 W, the modulation instead begins to decre
with increasing sheath voltage, because of the averaging
fect.

If the rf bias frequency is increased above 10 MHz, t
transit times eventually become much longer than the rf
riod, the time variations in the electric field tend to entire
average out, the transit time of an ion becomes insensitiv
its arrival time, and the time dependence of the ion curr
becomes negligible. Under such conditions, high-freque
sheath models@9–19# are valid. The model presented he
predicts that the modulations of the ion current become sm
~610%! at v/v i(xB)'3. This agrees with previous wor
@15,31# on lower-density, capacitively coupled discharg
where good agreement with high-frequency models was
tained at 3.5<v/v i<30.
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Figure 6 illustrates another effect. When the transit tim
are comparable to the rf period, as in Fig. 6~b!, the depen-
dence of transit time on phase differs from that seen at lo
frequencies. Therefore, the phase of the ion current mod
tion also changes. Unlike Fig. 3~c! @and Eq.~B10!# where the
modulation is in phase with the derivative of the voltage,
Fig. 8~c! it is in phase with the voltage. This change grea
affects the power absorbed by ions in the sheath, as
scribed in Sect. III E below.

D. Impedance

Sheath impedances were calculated from the fundame
components~i.e., the components at the rf bias frequency! of
the sheath voltageVps(t), the measured currentI pe(t), and
the model currentI t(t). Magnitudes of the measured an
model sheath impedances are shown in Fig. 12. Figure
plots their phases. Rather good agreement is obtained
the entire data set, which covers two orders of magnitud
sheath voltage and rf bias frequency. The plots of the mo
results are not smooth curves because of errors in the m
input parameters. As discussed above, small errors in
sheath voltage produce large errors in the electron curr
which in turn show up in the impedance magnitude a
phase. At worst, model values differ from the measureme
by 211% and124% in magnitude and212° and15° in
th

t

FIG. 12. Magnitudes of the measured and model sheath impedances at rf bias frequencies of~a! 0.1, ~b! 1.0, and~c! 10 MHz, inductive
source powers of 60, 120, and 350 W, and varying rf bias amplitudes, indicated on thex axis by the peak-to-peak amplitude of the shea
voltageVps(t). The measured sheath impedances, i.e., the ratio of the fundamental components ofVps(t) and the measured current@ I pe(t)#,
are shown as symbols~s!. The model sheath impedance, i.e., the ratio of the fundamental components ofVs(t) and the model curren
@ I t(t)#, are indicated by solid lines.
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FIG. 13. Phases of the measured and model sheath impedances, defined in Fig. 12, at inductive source powers of~a! 350, ~b! 120, and
~c! 60 W, at rf bias frequencies of 0.1, 1, and 10 MHz, and varying rf bias amplitudes, indicated on thex axis by the peak-to-peak amplitud
of the sheath voltageVps(t). The measurements are shown as symbols~s!. The model results are indicated by solid lines.
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phase. These differences~except for the largest differences
phase, seen at high sheath voltages at 10 MHz! are within the
combined uncertainties of the measurements~66% and61°!
and the model~obtained by propagating the uncertainties
model input parameters!. Nevertheless, these compariso
may be somewhat misleading because the model uncert
is contributed nearly entirely by the electron current. Thus
significant deviation in ion current or displacement curre
may produce a deviation in the impedance that is deem
insignificant because of the large uncertainty in electron c
rent. Results from the Metze-Ernie-Oskam model do
agree as well with the data. They differ by as much as244%
to 146% in magnitude and214° to 117° in phase.

E. Power

We obtain the measured powerPps and the model powe
Pt from

Pps5E
0

T

I peVpsdt, ~18!

and

Pt5E
0

T

I tVpsdt, ~19!
ty
a
t
d

r-
t

whereT is the rf period. Values ofPps andPt , shown in Fig.
14, are in good agreement. A deviation is observed at h
voltages at 10 MHz, but it is within the uncertainty of th
measurements~68%! and the uncertainty in the mode
~66% for the high-voltage, 10 MHz data, obtained by prop
gating the uncertainty in the model input parameters!.

For the Metze-Ernie-Oskam model, and other analy
models, the power can be approximated by

P5I 0~Vps02Vf !, ~20!

whereVps0 is the dc voltage across the sheath, andVf is the
value ofVps0when no rf bias is applied@32#. The first term is
the power gained by ions as they are accelerated acros
presheath and the sheath. The second term is a good app
mation for the power lost by electrons, which are decelera
as they cross the sheath.

In Ref. @32# it was found that the analytic result Eq.~20!
often disagreed withPps measurements. This can be seen
Fig. 14. At 100 kHzPps values fall on the dotted lines, whic
represent Eq.~20!, but at 1 and 10 MHzPps values are
higher by as much as 40%. The disagreement with Eq.~20!
arises because its derivation assumes that the ion curre
constant in time. If the ion current varies with time, the io
are able to absorb more power, especially at 10 MHz@i.e., at
v/v i(xB)51.0#, where the oscillation in ion current is larg
and in phase with the sheath voltage@see Figs. 8~a! and 8~c!#.
0,

y

FIG. 14. Power dissipated in the sheath at rf bias frequencies of~a! 0.1, ~b! 1.0, and~c! 10 MHz, at inductive source powers of 60, 12
and 350 W, and varying rf bias amplitudes, indicated on thex axis by the dc component of the sheath voltageVps(t). Symbols~s! indicate
the measured powerPps from Eq. ~18!. Solid lines indicate the model power from Eq.~19!. Dotted lines indicate the power predicted b
analytic models given by Eq.~20!.
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This effect also explains the results presented in Ref.@25#,
where measured powers were found to be as much as
higher than the powers predicted by the Riley sheath mo
@25#, which, like the analytic models, neglects the time d
pendence of the ion current. Other recent work@30# confirms
this explanation. The failure of analytic or other models
accurately predict the power implies that their predictions
ion energy distributions will also be in error.

IV. DISCUSSION

Here we discuss extensions to the model and poss
explanations for the disagreements between the model
the data, such as that shown in Fig. 8. One possible sourc
disagreement is the boundary conditions chosen in E
~11!–~14!. Simulations performed with different values o
the boundary conditions, however, did not yield any be
agreement with experiment. Also, very similar results w
obtained by using the Boltzmann electron profile of Eq.~4!
@with ne(xn) adjusted iteratively at each time step to give t
appropriate sheath voltage# rather than the oscillating step
Thus the oscillating-step approximation does not appea
be a major source of error.

Stochastic heating or other heating mechanisms for e
trons are another possible source of disagreement. Abs
tion of rf bias power by these mechanisms is not included
the model, since the model uses values ofTe andne0 mea-
sured with no rf bias applied. When rf bias is applied, ho
ever, changes are observed in time- and space-resolved
cal emission measurements@37#, which may suggest tha
some part of the rf bias power is indeed absorbed by e
trons. The observed changes are small, on the order of a
percent of the total light emitted by the discharge. Thus
power absorbed by electrons is presumably small, but it m
be important. Electrons heated at the sheath edge are a
erated into the plasma, but they may be reflected by ela
collisions with atoms or the opposing sheath, and thus re
the rf-biased electrode. Stochastic heating should be gre
at higher frequencies, and at the time in the rf cycle wh
dVps/dt is large and negative, e.g., aroundt50.04ms in Fig.
8. An increase in the electron current at that time wo
make the model total currentI t(t) more positive, in better
agreement withI pe(t). Changes in the EEDF due to electro
heating could also affect the displacement current.

It is also possible for stochastic heating to produce
increase in ionization in the discharge, and thus an incre
in the ion current. No increase in ion current during rf bia
ing has been observed, however, in Langmuir probe stu
@25,36#. Furthermore, an increase in ion current would ma
the total model currentI t(t) more negative, which would
result in poorer agreement withI pe(t) in Fig. 8. Similarly,
ionization within the sheath would increase the total i
charge in the sheath, making the displacement current st
ger, which would result in worse, not better, agreemen
Fig. 8.

The model neglects electron emission from the electr
surface. Nevertheless, by settingne0 to give the measured
floating potential, the current of any electron-induced s
ondaries is effectively included inI e(t). The yield of ion-
induced secondaries should be small, because the ion e
gies are low ~<250 eV!. Furthermore, ion-induced
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secondaries would make the model currentI t(t) more nega-
tive, which would result in poorer agreement withI pe(t) in
Fig. 8. Nevertheless, because emitted electrons are acc
ated so efficiently, heating mechanisms involving emitt
electrons may need to be considered.

The effect of ion collisions was studied by including a
ion drag term in Eq.~2!. As noted previously@15#, the effect
of this term is to increase the ion charge in the sheath
thereby increase the amplitude of the displacement curr
This increase yields worse, not better, agreement in Fig
Nevertheless, if simulations of pressures considerably hig
than 1.33 Pa~10 mTorr! are desired, collisions would need t
be included. Also, to simulate discharges in reactive ga
the model would need to be extended to include more t
just one positive ionic species. Negative ions are repelled
the sheath fields, so they need not be considered explic
They may, however, alter the boundary conditions at
plasma/sheath interface@44#.

Langmuir probe studies@33,35# show that the ion and
electron currents in the inductive GEC cell are not radia
uniform. To study the effect of such nonuniformities, w
performed simulations in which the electrode area was
vided into discrete subregions with different current den
ties, given by Langmuir probe data. Results were remarka
similar to those of the radially uniform simulations present
above. Thus the nonuniformities are not large enough to
preciably affect the simulations.

Another possible extension of the model would be to
clude both sheaths in the simulation, as in Ref.@25#. In such
an approach, the sheath voltage is no longer a model in
parameter. Instead, the individual sheath voltages are d
mined by the model from their sum, the voltage on the el
trode, which can be determined with less uncertainty. T
the two-sheath approach would allow one to avoid the pr
lems caused by the sensitivity of the electron current to
rors in measured sheath voltage.

Finally, the model does not include very-high-frequen
effects such as field reversal@45# or plasma-sheath serie
resonance@17#. These effects, related to electron inert
should appear at frequencies above 100 MHz, beyond
range of interest here. Components at and near the s
resonance frequency do not appear in the measured cu
wave forms, because they are filtered out by the meas
ment equipment and Fourier analysis procedures. Such c
ponents are at frequencies too high for Ar1 ions to respond
to, so they are of relatively little interest for the prese
study, although they may be more important for dischar
in H2, He, or other light gases.

V. CONCLUSIONS

The results presented here show how the electrical be
ior of plasma sheaths depends onv/v i(xB), the ratio of the
rf bias frequency to the ion plasma frequency at the edge
the sheath. Atv/v i(xB)<0.01, the displacement current an
time-dependent ion current are small. For such low frequ
cies, many models, even models@19–22# that neglect these
currents entirely, agree reasonably well with experiment.
v/v i(xB) increases to;0.1, the displacement current an
time-dependent ion current become larger, and thus l
frequency models@19–22# become invalid. The Metze
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Ernie-Oskam model accurately predicts the displacem
current atv/v i(xB)50.1, but it neglects the time-depende
ion current, resulting in significant errors. In contrast, t
numerical model presented here, as well as an analytic
proximation for it, are in excellent agreement with measu
ments atv/v i(xB)50.1. At v/v i(xB)'1, both the displace-
ment current and the ion current predicted by the Met
Ernie-Oskam model have significant errors. The numer
model is still reasonably accurate atv/v i(xB)'1, but the
analytic approximation for the model is no longer valid.
v/v i(xB)'1, the modulation in ion current is very large:
some cases, over the course of the rf cycle, the ion cur
ranges from as low as 20% to more than 200% of its tim
averaged value. Values of the ion current obtained fr
models that neglect the modulation may consequently b
error by as much as 80–100 %. The modulation in ion c
rent is in phase with the sheath voltage atv/v i(xB)'1,
which allows ions in the sheath to absorb as much as
50 % more power than at lower or higher frequencies~for the
same sheath voltage!. Models that neglect the modulation i
ion current thus underestimate the power absorbed in
sheath by as much as 40–50 %. Finally, asv/v i(xB) contin-
ues to increase above 1, the ion current modulation
creases, as ions become less able to respond to the rf fi
For v/v i(xB).3, the time dependence of the ion curre
becomes small, and high-frequency sheath models@9–19#
are valid.

The numeric model presented here gives good agreem
over the whole range ofv/v i(xB). The implementation of
the model, which uses the oscillating-step approximation
numerically very efficient and thus it is well suited for an
lyzing electrical signals in real time. The good agreem
obtained here suggests that important physical parame
like total ion current or flux and ion bombardment energ
could be reliably obtained from measurements of rf electr
signals, interpreted using the model. Algorithms for obta
ing such parameters are under development.
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APPENDIX A: BOUNDARY CONDITIONS
FOR THE OSCILLATING-STEP MODEL

Here, the boundary conditions for the step model are
tained by matching it to Bohm’s dc sheath model@41#, which
includes a more realistic profile for the electron density. W
start with the dc versions of Eqs.~2! and ~3!,

ui ]ui /]x5eE/mi ~A1!

and

]~ni ui !/]x50. ~A2!

We integrate these equations, starting at a pointx5xB on the
boundary between the plasma and the sheath, whereE(xB)
'0, V(xB)[VB , ui(xB)[uB , and ne(xB)'ni(xB)[nB .
We obtain
nt

p-
-

-
al

nt
-

in
r-

–

e

e-
ds.
t

nt

is

t
rs

s
l

-

s-
s-

-

e

1
2 mi ui~x!252eV~x!, ~A3!

and

ni~x!ui~x!5nB uB5nBS 22eVB

mi
D 1/2

5
2I 0

eA
. ~A4!

Substitutingni from these equations andne from Eq.~4! into
Eq. ~1!, we obtain

«0

]2V

]x2 52e nBH S V

VB
D 21/2

2expFe~V2VB!

kTe
G J . ~A5!

We integrate this equation overdV, using

E ]2V

]x2 dV5E ]2V

]x2

]V

]x
dx5E ]E

]x
E dx5E E dE

~A6!

and obtain

«0 E252nB„2eVB@~V/VB!1/221#

1kTe$exp@e~V2VB!/kTe#21%…. ~A7!

Now we repeat this derivation using the step model, i
using Eq. ~9! instead of Eq.~4!. At the position x5xS ,
where the steplike drop in electron density occurs, we h
new boundary conditionsE(xS)'0, V(xS)[VS , ui(xS)
[uS , ne(xS)'0, andni(xS)[nS . This time we get

«0 E252nS$2eVS@~V/VS!1/221#%. ~A8!

We now match Eq.~A8! to Eq. ~A7!, noting that, for high
voltages,2V1VB@kTe , the exponential term in Eq.~A7!
can be ignored. The two equations are then equivalent if

VS5VB2kTe /e1k2Te
2/~4e2VB!. ~A9!

If

VB52kTe/2e, ~A10!

the critical value derived by Bohm, then

VS522kTe /e, ~A11!

uS52uB52~kTe /mi !
1/2, ~A12!

and

nS5nB/252I 0 /~euSA!. ~A13!

SettingVS , nS , anduS by this procedure assures thatE,
V, ui , andni will agree exactly with Bohm’s theory of the
dc sheath not only at the electrode,x5xpe, but also over the
entire rangexS<x<xpe. For the rf sheath, we apply thes
same boundary conditions at the boundary pointx5xn , as
shown in Eqs.~11!–~14!, and obtain good agreement wit
experiment.

Admittedly, Bohm’s analysis also allows solutions atVB
,2kTe/2e, which would requireVS,22kTe , but bound-
ary conditions based on such solutions do not give any be
agreement with experiment. Also, there are solutions to E
~A7! and~A8! with E(xS).0, andVS,22kTe , but bound-
ary conditions based on these solutions are in poorer ag
ment with experiment. Solutions withVS,22kTe also suf-
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fer from another problem: ifVS is too negative, there will be
conditions at high rf bias voltage where the sheath volt
becomes greater thanVS . Under such conditions, the ste
model has no solutions~or only nonphysical solutions with a
negative sheath width! as shown by Gierling and Rieman
~see Fig. 4 of Ref.@18#!.

APPENDIX B: ANALYTIC APPROXIMATION

Analytic models for sheaths at very low bias frequenc
are usually obtained by taking a dc sheath model and ins
ing a time-varying voltage in place of the dc sheath volta
Such models assume that the ions cross the sheath inst
neously compared to the slowly varying sheath voltage
better approximation, valid over a wider range of freque
cies, can be obtained as follows. We acknowledge that
ions have a finite transit time, but assume that, over the t
scale of ion transit, the sheath can be approximated by a
sheath moving at constant velocity. The solution for t
moving sheath is then easily obtained by taking a dc she
solution and shifting to a reference frame in which the she
is moving with constant velocityus . Specifically, if the dc
solutions for the sheath voltage and the other model par
eters are denoted byV8(x), E8(x), ui8(x), andni8(x) @with
ne8(x)50#, we obtain the time-varying solution by defining

V~x,t !5V8~x1ust !, ~B1!

E~x,t !5E8~x1ust !, ~B2!

ni~x,t !5ni8~x1ust !, ~B3!

and

ui~x,t !5ui8~x1ust !2us . ~B4!

whereus , the sheath velocity, is a constant. One can ve
that these are valid solutions by substituting them into E
~1!–~4!. The time-dependent functions (V, E, ni , and ui)
will satisfy those equations, provided that the tim
independent functions (V8, E8, ni8 , andui8) satisfy the time-
independent equations@Eqs.~1!, ~A1!, ~A2!, and~4!#.

Time derivatives in the laboratory reference frame,
which the sheath is moving, are related to space derivat
in the reference frame moving with the sheath:

]V/]t5us ]V8/]x52usE8, ~B5!

]E/]t5us ]E8/]x5eusni8/«0 . ~B6!

The displacement current is obtained from Eqs.~7! and~B6!:

I d52e ni us A. ~B7!

Eliminating us using Eq.~B5! and ni using I 052e ni ui A
we obtain

I d52I 0E21~2mi /2eV!1/2dV/dt, ~B8!

whereI 0 is the time-averaged ion current andE is the elec-
tric field, given in Eq.~A8!. This result is almost the same a
the Metze-Ernie-Oskam displacement current, which is
tained by instead substitutingE from Eq. ~A7!.
e
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The ion current is obtained by integrating the ion con
nuity equation, Eq.~3!, starting atxs , the position of the
step:

I i~x,t !5I i~xs ,t !1e us A@ni~xs!2ni~x!#. ~B9!

HereI i(xs ,t) is the ion current at the step, which is equal
the time-averaged ion currentI 0 . Simplifying, using Eqs.
~A13! and ~B5!, we obtain

I i~x,t !52I 01I 0 E21@~2mi /2eV!1/22~mi /4kTe!
1/2#dV/dt.

~B10!

The analytic expression for the electric field from Eq.~A8!
can be inserted into this equation, to give an analytic exp
sion for the ion current in terms of the sheath voltage. T
displacement current from Eq.~B8! and the electron curren
from Eq. ~8! are then added to get an analytic equation
the total current of the rf sheath. The analytic equation
valid at least up tov/v i(xB)50.1 ~see Fig. 5!. At higher
v/v i , the assumption that the sheath moves at constant
locity eventually becomes untenable, because the acce
tion of the sheath, on the time scale of ion transit, becom
significant.

APPENDIX C: DEPENDENCE OF ION FLUX
ON TRANSIT TIME

To derive an equation that relates the variations in tra
time and ion flux, consider ions that start at a positionxs at
time ts , and arrive at a positionxf at time t f . We define
t(t f), the transit time, as a function of the arrival time,
that ts5t f2t(t f). Similarly, ions arriving at timet f85t f

1Dt will have started at timets85t f82t(t f8). If ions are not
created, are not destroyed, and do not suffer collisions in
region betweenxs and xf , then all ions arriving during the
interval ~of length Dt) betweent f and t f8 will have started
during the interval@of length Dt1t(t f)2t(t f8)# betweents

and ts8 . If t(t f)Þt(t f8), the two intervals are of differen
lengths, and the ion fluxes at the start and the end,F(xs ,ts)
andF(xf ,t f), must be different. Specifically,

F~xf ,t f !Dt5F~xs ,ts!@Dt1t~ t f !2t~ t f8!#. ~C1!

Or, in terms of the derivative of the transit timedt(t f)/dtf ,

F~xf ,t f !5F~xs ,ts!@12dt~ t f !/dtf #. ~C2!

We choosexf5xpe, the position of the electrode, and choo
xs to be a position within the plasma, far from the electrod
where the electric field and the ion flux are not significan
perturbed by the application of rf bias and thus can be c
sidered constant in time. Thus, the ion current at the e
trode

I i~xpe,t f !5I 0@12dt~ t f !/dtf # ~C3!

is the sum of a time-independent part~which is the time-
averaged ion currentI 0) and a time-dependent part, whic
arises from the variation in ion transit times.
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